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This paper contains further study of the randomness properties of languages. The connection 
between time-/space-bounded Kolmogorov complexity and nonuniform complexity defined by 
grammar and automaton size is investigated. We show that certain languages that are complete 
under nonuniform one-way log-space reductions are weakly random with respect to other language 
classes contained in P. For example, it is shown that every context-free language that is complete 
under nonuniform one-way log-space reductions is weakly random with respect to the class of 
deterministic context-free languages, and every deterministic context-free language that is complete 
under nonuniform one-way log-space reductions is weakly random with respect to the class of linear 
context-free languages. 
0. Introduction 
Randomness is a notion that has received much attention in recursive function 
theory and computational complexity theory. The concept of an infinite random 
sequence introduced by Church [6] has been brought into the framework of poly- 
nomial complexity theory in [24]. On the other hand, the concept of a finite random 
string, as defined by Kolmogorov [18] and Chaitin [S], has been refined by several 
researchers, including Hartmanis [lo], Ko [17], Sipser [21], and applied in various 
settings. In [14, 151, following Church’s and Kolmogorov’s approaches, we intro- 
duced several notions of random languages, and investigated properties of complete 
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languages in terms of these notions of randomness. The motivation of our work is to 
study randomness properties of languages that are complete under various kinds of 
reducibilities from the complexity-theoretic point of view rather than what is being 
done in research in cryptography. 
The purpose of the present paper is to investigate further the randomness properties 
of certain complete languages accepted in polynomial time. According to [ 141, 
a language L is said to be weakly random with respect to a language class 9 iff for any 
L’E Y’. the symmetric difference d (L, 15’) = (L - f.‘)u (L’ - L)) is exponentially dense 
(i.e. there exists some c>O so that the number of strings of length <II in d(L, L’) is at 
least 2”’ for all except at most finitely many n). A principal motivation of this work is 
the following question: is every hardest context-free language (in the sense of S. 
Greibach) weakly random with respect to the class of deterministic context-free 
languages‘? It turns out that this question can be answered affirmatively. The result 
has a practical interpretation. Suppose we want to recognize strings in the hardest 
context-free language by applying some deterministic parsing algorithm that always 
gives a yes/no answer, c.g. the familiar LR technique. In so doing, we construct an LR 
grammar that “approximates” the given language. Then the algorithm obtained from 
such a grammar is wrong on an exponentially dense set of inputs of length ,<rl. In this 
paper we will show that this randomness property holds for various complete 
languages with respect to various language classes in P (for which separation results 
are known). 
As probably noticed by the reader, the results mentioned above are not obtained by 
the familiar diagonalization technique, which has been used to show that every 
language that is complete in DTIME( 2”“) under polynomial-time many-one reduc- 
tions is weakly random with respect to P [14]. Indeed. our proofs are done via 
stronger results on the exponential lower bounds for the sizes of automata corres- 
ponding to 9 that accept the initial segments of L. (For example, every deterministic 
pushdown automaton that accepts strings in L (the hardest context-free language) of 
length <II must have exponential size.) In doing so. we are led to the question about 
the connection between time-,‘space-bounded Kolmogorov complexity and grammar 
(or automaton) size complexity, a measure that has been studied in literature on the 
economy of description of languages by automata, grammars, and other formal 
systems (cf. [4. 81). It turns out that these nonuniform measures are special cases of the 
general time-,‘space-bounded Kolmogorov complexity measures, when the Turing 
machine model is replaced by more restricted ones. 
This paper consists of six sections. Section I contains basic definitions and nota- 
tions used in this work. whereas the concept of time-/space-bounded Kolmogorov 
complexity of languages is introduced in Section 2. In Section 3, we work out 
systematically the close connection between resource-bounded Kolmogorov com- 
plexity and grammar size complexity defined by time-bounded (unrestricted), context- 
sensitive. context-free, linear and regular grammars. Section 4 contains results that 
separate the classes of languages having polynomial nonuniform complexity. (These 
results are obtained as exponential lower bound results). The main proof technique 
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used here is that of “counting information”. From the results in Section 4, we show in 
Section 5 the weak randomness of complete languages in certain classes with respect 
to other ones. We will show, for example, that every complete context-free language is 
weakly random with respect to deterministic context-free languages, and every com- 
plete deterministic context-free language is weakly random with respect to linear 
languages. Section 6 contains some concluding remarks. 
I. Preliminaries 
In this paper, N denotes the set of nonnegative integers. For a subset M of N, 
Min(M) denotes its minimal element if M is not empty; otherwise, Min(B) is ~8. Let 
Z be the binary alphabet (0,l j. All languages are over C (by a suitable encoding). For 
a string \vEX*, /u’I denotes its length. For a set S c C*, card(S) denotes the cardinality 
of S and SC :=C* -S its complement. The census function of S, denoted by cs, is 
a function from N into N defined by: es(n) :=card((w~S: 1u.I 6 n}). A function 
t : N-+N is said to be exponential if there is some t: > 0 so that t(n) 3 2”’ for all except at 
most finitely many II. If for any c>O, t( n)<2”’ for all except at most finitely many n, 
then t is said to be subexponential. If t(n) d p( n) for all n, where p is some polynomial, 
then t is said to be polynomial. S is said to have subexponential (exponential) density if 
cs is subexponential (exponential). If cs is polynomial, then S is said to be sparse [Z]. 
For a language LEC*, L”” (L=“) d enotes the set of strings of length < IZ (= n) in L. 
We also use the notation C”’ to denote the set of strings of length <n in Z *. 
We use the multi-tape deterministic (det.) or nondeterministic (nondet.) Turing 
machine (TM) as our computational model. Time- and space-complexity classes are 
defined as usual (cf. [13]), and they are denoted by DTIME(t(n)), NTIME( t(n)), 
DSPACE( t( n)) and NSPACE(t(n)), respectively, where t is a function from N into N. 
A transducer is a TM with an extra write-only output tape. A transducer computes 
a value )’ on an input string x if there is an accepting computation on input x for which 
y is the output string. We use “lin”, “poly” as abbreviations for the sets of linear 
polynomials and polynomials with integer coefficients, respectively. The following 
complexity classes will often be encountered: LOG,NLOG, P,NP. They have the 
standard meanings. (The reader is referred to [ 131 for complexity-theoretic notions.) 
(N, C, P, S) will denote a grammar, where N is the set of nonterminal symbols, Z is 
the set of terminal symbols, P is the set of productions, and SE N is the start symbol. 
Unrestricted, context-sensitive, context-free, linear and regular grammars are 
defined as in [ 131. The class of context-free (linear, regular) languages will be 
denoted by CFL (linear CFL, RL). (Further notions of formal language theory can be 
found in [13].) The size of a grammar G = (N, Z, P, S), denoted by I( G 11, is defined as 
follows: 
I/G/( :=log,(card(NuC))x C ix/jI. 
z+lltP 
In a similar way, we define the size of a TM, a pushdown automaton (PDA), and 
a finite automaton (FA). 
2. Resource-bounded Kolmogorov complexity of languages 
The general concept of time-/space-bounded Kolmogorov complexity was intro- 
duced in [lo, 17. 21, 151: it has been used to measure the information content (the 
amount of randomness) of hard languages. The approach in [l5] is as follows. Let 
L E C* be a language. Fix a simple linear ordering (e.g. the lexicographic ordering) on 
II’* so that ,?I”‘= :.Y,. .yZ, . . . . .Y~,~+~_~ ). We associate with L’” the binary string 
Seq(L”‘):=%,~(.\-,)XL(.~I)...%L(.~~,,+,_, ) where l,. is the characteristic function of L. 
The Kolmogorov complexity of L”’ is defined to be the length of the shortest 
program z (encoded as a binary string) that describes Seq(L-““) within some given 
time (space) bound. In this way, the time (space) bound should be sufficiently large so 
that given the information 7r that may be of length exponential in n, some (fixed) 
universal TM can print Seq( L”‘) on some output tape. In this section, we will modify 
this definition so that polynomial-time and logarithmic-space bounds can be 
considered. 
In defining Kolmogorov complexity, we will slightly modify the model of a TM 
with advice in [lb]. A TM M with advice is an ordinary (det. or nondet.) off-line TM 
with a read-only input tape. several worktapes, and a distinguished advice tape. All 
tapes are one-way infinite to the right. The advice tape is read-only, and can hold only 
binary symbols (including the blank symbol). Furthermore. this advice tape has 
a random-access characteristic. It is equipped with an extra write-only tape, called 
“address tape”, that can hold only binary strings whose lengths are bounded by the 
logarithm of the length of the nonblank portion of the advice tape. The binary strings 
on the address tape are used as addresses of the advice-tape cells. The read-only head 
of the advice tape can be positioned in two different ways: either by a (sequential) 
move to the right or left by one cell, or by entering into the random-access mode, in 
which the read-only head on the advice tape is moved to the ith cell, where i is the 
binary integer contained in the address tape. The time complexity of M is measured as 
usual, whereas its space complexity is measured in terms of the amount of tape cells 
used on the worktapes (excluding the advice and address tapes). 
In the following, let M be a det. TM with advice. Let L cZ‘* be a language, and 
r: N+N be some function, The det. t(n)-space-bounded Kolmogorov complexity of 
L relative to &I, denoted by KDS,,,. is defined as follows: 
KDS,(r(n); .C.“‘) :=Min (1~1: M. with z on advice tape and ~vEC* on input 
tape. halts without using more than r(n) tape cells 
on any worktape. and accepts 11’ iff VVEL”‘;. 
If M is nondet., then the nondet. r(n)-space-bounded Kolmogorov complexity of 
L relative to M is denoted by KNS,v,. In a similar way, we define the det. (nondet.) 
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t(n)-time-bounded Kolmogorov complexity of L relative to M, denoted by KDTM 
and KNTw, respectively. Further, KM denotes the Kolmogorov complexity relative to 
M without resource bound. 
We will be interested in Kolmogorov complexity classes of languages accepted by 
TMs with polynomial-bounded advices. 
P/poly := {L c C * : there exists a det. TM M with advice tape and a poly- 
nomial p so that for all n, KDT,(p(n); L”“)<p(n)}, 
NP/poly := {LcC*: there exists a nondet. TM M with advice tape and 
a polynomial p so that for all n, KNT,(p(n); L’“)bp(n)}. 
In a similar way, we define NSPACE(lin)/poly: 
NSPACE(lin)/poly := (L c C*: there exists a nondet. TM M with advice 
tape, a polynomial p, and a constant c so that for all 
n, KNSM(cn+c; L”“)bp(n)}. 
Remark. P/poly can also be characterized as the class of languages accepted by 
polynomial-size Boolean circuits [ 161. Furthermore, if the general model of alternat- 
ing TMs with advice is used, one can define as above the nonuniform polynomial-time 
hierarchy. 
As mentioned in the introduction, our proofs that certain languages accepted in 
polynomial-time are weakly random w.r.t. other language classes in P are done via 
results on the exponential Kolmogorov complexity lower bounds for these languages. 
Such exponential lower bounds are obtained by the technique of “counting informa- 
tion” (Section 4) rather than the familiar technique of diagonalization. In fact, most of 
the results in [lS] are obtained by diagonalization and hold for the complexity class 
DSPACE(2”“) or higher ones, in which one can diagonalize over exponentially long 
advices. 
To illustrate this, let us consider the complexity classes DTIME(2”“) and P/poly. It 
is still open the question as whether there exists a language L in DTIME(2”“) that 
does not belong to P/poly [16]. On the other hand, if we bound the length of the 
advices by polynomials in the logarithm of the input length, then the separation result 
can be obtained. Let P/polylog denote the class 
P/polylog := {L c Z * : there exists a det. TM M with advice tape, a poly- 
nomial p, and a constant k so that for all n, KDT,(p(n); 
L’“)<logkn+k). 
One can easily show that the following proposition holds. 
Proposition 2.1. Any language that is complete in DTIME(2”“) under polynomial-time 
many-one reductions does not belong to P/polylog. 
Proof. We need only to construct a language L in DTIME(2’“‘) so that for any 
p(n)-time-bounded det. TM with advice tape, it holds that KDT,(p(n); L’“)>n’ ’ 
for infinitely many 17, where 17 is an arbitrary polynomial. A sketch of the construction 
of L=” is as follows: for all det. TM M with binary encoding of length <n, and all 
binary strings (advices) 7-r of length <H ’ ‘, simulate M with advice 7r on each input of 
length <n for 2” steps; define L’” so that any such 121 with advice 71 accepts strings of 
length 17 that dither from L=“. (We leave the details to the reader.) It can easily be seen 
that L is in DTIME(2”“), and for any polynomial p, any I)( n)-time-bounded det. TM 
&f, it holds that KDT,,,(P(u); L%‘“)>rrl ’ for all except at most finitely many t7. This 
proves Proposition 2.1. I J 
3. Kolmogorov complexity and nonuniform complexity defined by grammar size 
Economy of description of languages by automata and grammars has been a sub- 
ject of extensive study (cf. [4] and the references therein), in which much effort has 
been made in comparing the succinctness of one model with respect to another. [4] 
contains results such as “CFGs are more succinct than linear CFGs”; that does not 
necessarily imply any exponential lower bounds. In [S], one can find upper and lower 
bound results for the length of straight-line programs that describe finite languages 
using set-theoretic operations such as union, intersection and concatenation. These 
studies of the economy of description of finite languages using various formal models, 
although seemed unrelated, are. as shown subsequently. special cases of the 
time-/space-bounded Kolmogorov complexity introduced in Section 2, when appro- 
priate machine models are chosen. 
We first introduce the nonuniform complexity measures defined by the size of 
grammars of various types. 
Defintion 3.1. Let I_ E z * be some language. The (general) grammar sire complexity of 
L is defined by 
G-SZ( L “I) := Min ( I( G 11: G is an unrestricted grammar so that 
L(G’)=L-‘“I. 
In a similar way, we define the context-sensitive (context-free, linear. regular) grammar 
size complexity of L. These complexity measures are denoted by CSG-SZ. CFG-SZ. 
LG-SZ and RG-SZ. respectively. 
For each grammar type. one can obtain exponential upper and lower bounds. as 
done by Shannon and Lupanov (cf. [ 191) for the models of Boolean circuits and 
formulas, and by Goodrich et al. [S] for the model using set cperations. We illustrate 
this by the following two propositions. 
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Proof. Define L=” by a counting argument as follows. The number of grammars of 
size ~2”~’ is less than 2”. So there exists a subset S of C” so that for each grammar 
G of size 62”-‘, it holds that L(G)‘“#S. Define L=” to be S. 0 
Proposition 3.3. There is some fixed constant c, 1 <C-C 2, so tkut for any lunguage 
L c C *, it holds that RG-SZ( L’“) d 2”’ for all except ut most jinitely many n. 
Proof. Obvious. 0 
Notice that we can obtain sharper bounds for Propositions 3.2 and 3.3. Here we are 
interested in the asymptotic growth rate of grammar size complexity rather than its 
exact upper and lower bounds. For polynomial grammar size complexity, we have the 
following characterization. 
Theorem 3.4. Let L E C *. Then G-SZ( L”‘) is polynomial if K,( L”‘) is polynomial, 
where M is some,fixed (det. or nondet.) TM with advice tape. 
Proof. “Only-if”. Suppose G-SZ( L”) <p( n) for all n, where p is some fixed poly- 
nomial. Let n be some fixed length, and G be some grammar so that (1 G /I <p(n) and 
L(G) = L “‘. The det. TM M has G, encoded in binary, on its advice tape. M, scanning 
its advice tape, generates all derivations of length 1,2, . . in G. If the input string w of 
M is generated by some derivation in G, then M halts and accepts. 
“If”. Let M be some nondet. TM with advice tape so that K,( L”‘) <p( n) for all n, 
where p is some fixed polynomial. Consider a specific n. Let rc be a binary string 
(advice) of length <p(n) on the advice tape so that M with advice 7-r accepts L”“. We 
first transform M into a nondet. TM M’ of size <p’(n) without advice tape so that 
L(M’)= L’“, where p’ is some fixed polynomial depending on p and M only. This can 
be done by incorporating the information II into the finite control of M. From M’, an 
equivalent grammar G can be constructed so that /I G (1 <p”(n), where p” depends on 
p’ only, and is, therefore, fixed. We leave the details for the interested reader. 2 
Next, we provide a characterization of nondet. time-bounded Kolmogorov com- 
plexity in terms of time-bounded grammars. Following Book [3], we define the 
concept of time-bounded grammars as follows. 
Definition 3.5 (Book [3]). Let G = (N, Z, P, S) be some (unrestricted) grammar. 
(1) Define a partial functionfb:( NuJ?I)+ -+N by:fG(a) is the least integer m such 
that there exists a proper (i.e. repetition-free) derivation of x in G of length m. 
(2) Define a partial function Timec : N+N, called the timefunction of G, as follows. 
Timec(0)=O; and for n ~0, if G generates some sentential form of length n, then 
Timec(n) is defined to be max{ ,&(r): (z( =n and S-tee); otherwise, Time,(n) is 
undefined. 
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(3) A (total) function t: N+N is said to hounll G if for any n, Time,( n)<t(n), 
whenever Time,(n) is defined. If t bounds G, then G is said to be t(n)-time-bounded. 
G is said to be polynomial-time-bounded if it is p(n)-time-bounded for some poly- 
nomial p. 
From Definition 3.5, we introduce grammar size complexity defined by time- 
bounded grammars. Let L s C * be some language: 
G-TIME-SZ(t(n): L”):= Min [ l/G 11 : G is a r(n)-time-bounded grammar 
and L(G)=L’“). 
The next theorem provides a characterization of nonuniform NP. 
Theorem 3.6. L~NPipoly ifi’ rhere esisrs II polynomiul p such thut for all II, G- 
TIME-SZ(p(n); L’“)<p(n). 
Proof. This proof is essentially similar to the proof of Theorem 3.4, and is therefore 
omitted. fl 
A characterization of space-bounded Kolmogorov complexity is done for the class 
NSPACE(lin)/poly in the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.7. LsNSPACE(lin)/‘poly #there exists a polynomiul p such rhut CSG- 
SZ( L”“)<p(n),fiw all n. 
Proof. The proof of this theorem is similar to the proof of the equivalence between 
context-sensitive grammars and linear-bounded automata. For the “only-if” part. one 
transforms the linear-bounded automaton M with advice 7~ for length n into a linear- 
bounded automaton without advice by a size increase polynomial in II. and then 
constructs from the resulting linear-bounded automaton of polynomial-bounded size 
a CSG G for L’” of polynomial-bounded size. 11 
We now consider the complexity measures defined by context-free, linear and 
regular grammars. For CFG-SZ. the machine model used is the one-way nondet. 
auxiliary pushdown automaton (I-AuxPDA): a I-AuxPDA is a PDA with a one-way 
inread-only input tape, a log-space-bounded worktape, and an advice tape accom- 
panied with an address tape. Let K1_4uxPD4 denote the Kolmogorov complexity 
measure defined by I-AuxPDAs. Then we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.8. Let L G Z* he (I hrz~~uuyr. Then K ,_AuxPDA ( L ‘n) is exponentid (ply- 
nomicrl) # CFG-SZ( L “I) is Psponenbal ( pol~womial). 
Proof. We show Theorem 3.8 in the case of exponential complexity. The case of 
polynomial complexity can be proved in a similar way. 
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“Only-if”. We show the contrapositive. Suppose that CFG-SZ(L’“) is not ex- 
ponential. Then for any E>O there are infinitely many n so that CFG-SZ(L”‘)62”‘. 
Let N(E) denote the set of those n’s for which the inequality holds. We claim that there 
exists a I-AuxPDA M such that for any 6~0 there are infinitely many n so that 
M accepts L'" with an advice n of length ~2”~. 
The advice tape of M holds the binary encoding of some CFG G with L(G)= L"" 
and I( G(/ <2”“, where HEN(E). The idea is to encode G in such a way that the 
“information about G” can be accessed easily by M. Without loss of generality, 
let the nonterminals of G be XI, X2, . . . , where X, is the start symbol of G. Let 
us call a set of productions with the same nonterminal on the left-hand side a 
group of productions. Clearly, every production group of G can be encoded 
in binary using (approximately) “less than” 2”’ bits. The productions of G are 
encoded in groups so that the X. ,+ I -production group follows the X,-production 
group. Each production group is encoded as follows: every nonterminal Xi is asso- 
ciated with about n bits that indicate the starting address of the encoding of the 
Xi-production group on the advice tape; furthermore, each alternate in an Xi- 
production group contains also a binary bit that indicates whether some other 
alternate follows. Obviously, the length of such a binary encoding of G is approxim- 
ately bounded by 2 2nE for infinitely many neN(s). (The details of the construction are 
left to the reader.) 
The l-AuxPDA M will “simulate” some leftmost derivation in G in a nondet. 
manner. M starts by writing X1 of the first production group on the pushdown tape. 
At some step during the simulation, if the top symbol of the pushdown is some 
terminal that matches the current input symbol, then M pops and moves its input 
head one cell to the right. If the top symbol of the pushdown indicates that some 
nonterminal, say Xi, is currently at the top, then M, while popping, writes the starting 
address of the Xi-production group on the address tape. (Note that this address is to 
be found together with Xi on the top of the pushdown. Note also that on the 
pushdown the encoding of a nonterminal may occupy many cells, since M has a fixed 
pushdown alphabet and the grammars on the advice tape are variable. This, however, 
does not cause any problem, because M does not need to remember the nonterminals 
in its finite control.) After the complete starting address of the Xi-production group 
has been written on the address tape, M enters the random-access mode and positions 
its read-only head on the advice tape to the cell at which the encoding of the Xi- 
production group starts. Now, M chooses nondet. some alternate, say r, in the 
Xi-production group, and writes the reverse of c1 on the pushdown. The remaining 
cases are treated as done in the well-known construction of an equivalent PDA for 
a given CFG. M accepts the input string if it is completely processed and the push- 
down is empty. 
Now, choosing E so that E < $8, we have that for infinitely many ngN(s), M accepts 
L"" with advice tape content of length <,“a, 
“If”. The proof of this part is similar to the constructions in previous proofs. We 
incorporate the content of the advice tape and all configurations of the logarithmic- 
bounded worktape into the finite control of A4 so that the size of the resulting 
PDA is approximately bounded by 2<““. assuming that IV accepts L’” with advice 
tape length ~2~~~ for infinitely many II, where c’ is some fixed constant and 6>0. 
We then construct from the resulting PDA an equivalent CFG as done in the standard 
construction. r! 
For the complexity measure LG-SZ defined by linear CFG size, the corresponding 
machine model is the one-way one-turn AuxPDA, denoted by I-I-AuxPDA. (The 
equivalence between l-turn PDAs and linear CFGs was shown in [7]; cf. also [13. 
P. 1431.) Let KL-1-AUxPD4 denote the Kolmogorov complexity measure defined by this 
machine model, Then, similar to Theorem 3.8. we obtain Theorem 3.9. 
For the complexity measure RG-SZ defined by regular grammar size, we drop the 
pushdown tape from the I-AuxPDA. and obtain the nondet. one-way log-space- 
bounded TM with advice tape, which is a nondet. log-space-bounded TM with 
a one-way read-only input head and a read-only advice tape accompanied by an 
address tape. Let KI_YI.O(; denote the Kolmogorov complexity measure defined by 
this model. 
Proof. The proof of this theorem is essentially similar to the proof of Theorem 3.8. We 
make only one remark. In proving the only-if part, the “simulation” of the regular (i.e. 
right-linear) grammar on the advice tape by the one-way log-space-bounded TM 
M can be performed without the aid of a pushdown tape: whence an alternate in 
a production group is chosen, say oXi. 121 compares tl with the current input symbol; 
and if they match. !LI advances its input head one cell to the right and then transfers 
the address of the Xi-production group (this is stored with Xi together) into the 
address tape. We omit the formal details. I I 
We have seen that the automata-theoretic formulations of the complexity measures 
CFG-SZ, LG-SZ. RG-SZ are the measures K,_AuXPI)I,, K,_I_,,uxPDA, and K1_NLO(i, 
respectively. The advantage of the Kolmogorov complexity measures defined by 
automata is that determinism can be obtained. and lower bound arguments are more 
intuitive (Section 4). We use the notations K,_s,,,I,P,)IZ. K,_,_,~u\.l~PD-2 and KI_LO(; to 
denote the det. versions of KI_AuYPDA, Kl_,_P114 and KI_YL.O(;, respectively. 
Remark. In [l] one can find characterizations of languages with polynomial CFG-SZ 
and RG-SZ in terms of machines with sparse oracles. We believe, however, that our 
approach is more natural from the information-theoretic point of view. In particular, 
our approach is more suitable in the case that one is interested in precise upper and 
lower Kolmogorov complexity bounds. 
We conclude this section by the following proposition that shows that Seq(L”“) 
contains complete information about L”“. 
Proposition 3.11. For UH_V lany~uye LGZ*, K1_LoG(LQn)<2”+1-1. 
Proof. Let C* be linearly ordered by the lexicographic ordering so that 
LSn= (x,, .x2, . ..) x2 ,,+, _ , ), where xi is obtained from the binary representation of 
i by erasing the leading 1. Then there exists a det. one-way log-space-bounded TM 
A4 that, with advice Seq( LQn), accepts L”” as follows: on input WEL”‘, M prints lw 
on the address tape and enters the random-access mode; if the symbol scanned by the 
read-only head on the advice tape is 1, M accepts; otherwise, M rejects. 0 
4. Languages having exponential nonuniform complexity 
In this section, we will show that there exist languages in appropriate language 
classes (e.g. P, NLOG, LOG, CFLs, . ..) that have exponential complexity w.r.t. 
various measures introduced in Section 3. These results will then be applied in 
Section 5 to show that certain complete languages are weakly random w.r.t. some 
other language classes. We present our results as separation results among classes of 
languages that have polynomial Kolmogorov complexity. 
We define the following class 
1-AuxPDA/poly := (LcZ*: K1_AuxPDA( L”) is polynomial) 
In a similar way, we define the classes 1-AuxDPDA/poly, l-l-AuxPDA/poly, 
I-l-AuxDPDA/poly, I-NLOG/poly, and 1-LOG/poly. As shown in Section 3, 
1 -AuxPDA/poly, 1- 1 -AuxPDA/poly, and 1 -NLOG/poly can also be defined in terms 
of the measures CFG-SZ, LG-SZ, and RG-SZ, respectively. Since we want to include 
the “deterministic measures”, and since lower bound arguments are more intuitive 
using automata, we introduce the class 
Psz-PDA:={Lc_Z*: L’” is accepted by some PDA of size <p(n), 
where p is some polynomial}, 
and, in a similar way, the class Psz-DPDA, Psz-l-PDA, Psz-I-DPDA, Psz-NFA, and 
Psz-DFA. 
From the proofs in Section 3, we have the following proposition. 
Proposition 4.1. (I) 1 -AuxDPDA/poly = Psz-DPDA, 
(2) I-Aux PDAjpoly = Psz-PDA = ( L c Z *: CFG-SZ( L “‘) is polynomial 1, 
(3) I- 1 -AuxDPDA/‘poly = Psz- 1 -DPDA, 
(4) I-I-AuxPDAipoly= Psz-I-PDA = ( LEC *: LG-SZ( Lsn) is polynomiul}, 
(5) I -LOG;:poly = Psz-DFA. 
(6) I-NLOG/poly = Psz-NFA = (L SC * : RG-SZ(L’“) is polynomial 1. 
We first note that languages that have exponential nonuniform complexity are 
necessarily nonsparse. Indeed, as noted in [ 161, every sparse set belongs to P/poly. We 
strengthen this by showing that every sparse set belongs to Psz-DFA, the weakest 
class of languages having polynomial Kolmogorov complexity. 
Proposition 4.2. Er*rrJt spmrse set he1ong.s to Psz-DFA. 
Proof. Let L be a sparse language so that c,~( n) <p(n) for all II. L sn can be accepted by 
a DFA as follows. Let Tr be a complete binary tree of depth II. For each interior node 
in Tr, associate with the left (right) edge the label 0 (1). Then each node in Tr 
corresponds to a binary string of length < !I obtained from the labels on the path from 
the root to that node. Mark “distinguished” all nodes in Tr that correspond to strings 
in L-‘“. Delete from Tr all nodes that are not on some path from the root to some 
distinguished node. Let Tr’ be the resulting tree. Construct a DFA for L’” by 
associating with each distinguished node an accepting state and each remaining node 
a nonaccepting one. The transition diagram of the DFA is Tr’. Obviously, the number 
of states of this DFA is bounded by p(n) x II. II 
For the nonuniform classes defined above. we want to show that the diagram of 
Fig. 1 holds. Here an arrow denotes a proper inclusion. Moreover, if a class PI is not 
contained in another class Yz. then we will show that there exists a language in 
/ 
Psz- 1 -PDA - 
Psz_N b A ---- -_-~~ 
-Y 
t 
,,,.1,, ________-3 Psr- I -DPDA 
Fig. I 
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Y1 that has exponential complexity w.r.t. the nonuniform measure implied by 6R2. In 
obtaining our results, we will consider the following languages: 
Lsq:={ww: WCC*}, 
L,:={w# wR: wEI*}, 
where wR denotes the reversal of w, and 
Remark. In the following lower bound results, note that an exponential lower bound 
for the nonuniform complexity of L measured in terms of L=” (instead of L’“) also 
yields an exponential lower bound for the same non-uniform complexity of L mea- 
sured in terms of L”‘, where L is one of the three languages defined above. This can 
easily be seen because, from any machine accepting L’“, one can construct another 
machine of the same type that accepts L=” with only a modest increase in size: the 
machine counts the total number of input symbols, and compares them with n stored 
in the finite control. 
Lemma 4.3 (Goodrich et al. [8]). CFG-SZ(L~~2”) is exponential. 
Proof (Goodrich et al. [S, Theorem 4.11). 0 
As corollary we obtain the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.4. Psz-PDA c P/poly. Moreover, there exists a language L in LOG so that 
CFG-SZ( L “‘) is exponential. 
Proof. Define L to be L,,. 0 
Lemma 4.5. K1_1.AuxPDA(L&4n+ 3, is exponential. 
(Although it is well known that L,, is not a linear CFL, the proof of this fact, 
however, is usually based on the pumping lemma for linear CFLs, and does not yield 
the kind of lower bounds we are looking for.) 
Proof of Lemma 4.5. We prove Lemma 4.5 by contradiction. To this end, suppose 
that K,_1.PDA(L::n’3) is not exponential. Then for any E >O, there exist infinitely 
many n and, for each n, a I-l-PDA M of size d2”” that accepts L&4n+3. 
Claim. M accepts some string not in L&4”p4n+3. 
In showing this claim, we may assume that M is in a normal form: each move of 
M pushes at most one symbol. and M never changes the top symbol on its pushdown 
tape (cf. [13, p. 2341). Furthermore, we may assume that M starts with some initial 
stack symbol 2 that is never erased during computations, and accepts 15,$“+~ with 
Z as the only remaining symbol on the pushdown tape. 
Let Q, f, y. be the set of states. the set of pushdown symbols. and the initial state of 
M, respectively. Consider input strings of the form M‘~ # IV: # etch # u$ with 
) vvl / = 1 \t’2 /= II. We introduce a few technical notions. A surface configuration of M is 
a 4-tuple (i.y,X,rr). where I <i,<4n+4, ~EQ. XE~, and (TE( +,- 1. Such a surface 
configuration indicates that there exists a configuration of h/l so that the input head is 
scanning the ith symbol in state q with the symbol X on the top of its pushdown tape. 
IT= + (-) means that the present configuration is obtained from the initial (surface) 
configuration (1, qo. Z, +) before (after) M performs a turn on its pushdown tape. Let 
0 denote the set of all surface configurations of jl/l. 
In the following. we will prove the above claim by showing that M does not have 
enough information in order to recognize correctly input strings of the above form. To 
this end, let nmid denote the set of surface configurations of the form (2~ + 2, y, X, a) 
(i.e. the input head is located at the middle # ) so that they can be obtained from 
accepting computations for input strings of the above form. For a surface configura- 
tion I.EQ,,,~~ define 
If’, (I’):= 1 H’, EL”: there exists some N~,E~“’ so that I’ is obtained from some 
accepting computation with input ~1, # \Y’: # \I’~ # IV; 1. 
and for H’, E I+‘, ( I’) define 
K’z(~. I\‘, ):= { N.~EE”: r is obtained from some accepting computation 
with input \v1 # bit’: # ~3~ # $]. 
Let 1:=2”” card( 0). We have the following fact 
Proof. Otherwise. the number of accepted strings of the form \cl # ~~7 # 12‘2 # H$, 
M‘I 1 \z.~EJ?I” is less than 2I”. the total number of strings of this form in L,,. ,_1 
Proof of Lemma 4.5 (cotwlusiot~), Now consider ro. Let us call an accepting computa- 
tion that yields r0 an r,-computation. Depending on the last component ofr,, (which is 
+ or -), there are two possibilities for an r,,-computation: if r. has +, then on this 
computation M does not perform a turn on the pushdown tape with processing the 
first half of the input; the other case is symmetric. These two cases are illustrated in 
Fig. 2. 
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Because of symmetry, we only consider the case rO = (2n + 2, q, X, + ). Our aim was 
to show that M accepts some string not in L,,. To this end, let us call a pair of surface 
configurations (r,s) realizable if there exists an rO-computation that yields r, s, and 
r, s are at the same pushdown height. Let @ denote the set of all realizable pairs (r, s) so 
that r=(n+l,q,,X,,+) and s=(2n+2+j,q,,XS,a), wherej>O. 
Now, observe that every r,-computation yields a realizable pair in @‘, since r0 
has + in its last entry. On the other hand, because card( @) (<card( 0)2) is “much 
smaller” than l/2, it follows from the above fact that there exist two distinct strings 
u1 #v~,u~,L’~E~“, and two strings u2, CLEF”, for which there exist two r,-computa- 
tions on inputs u=ul # ~7 # u2 # u’: and II= v1 # v’: # u2 # v’: that yield the same 
realizable pair (P, s) in 0. Let r = (II + 1, q,, X,, + ) and s = (2n + 2 + j, qs, X,, c). Let u’, v’ 
be the substrings of U, v obtained from position nt 1 to position 2n+2+j, respect- 
ively. Let U be obtained from the string u by replacing the substring U’ by u’. From the 
realizability of (r, s), it follows that M accepts U, which is obviously not in L,,, since it 
has the prefix u1 # vy # , and u1 # ~1~. This completes the proof of the claim and, hence, 
Lemma 4.5 is proved. Cl 
From Lemma 4.5 we obtain the following proposition. 
Proposition 4.6. Psz-l-PDA c Psz-PDA. Moreover, there exists a det. CFL L so that 
LG-SZ( L”‘) is exponential. 
Proof. Let L be L,,. 0 
Lemma 4.7. RG-SZ( L,” 2n+ ‘) is exponential. 
Proof. This can be shown by the technique of “counting information” as in the proof 
of Lemma 4.5 (although simpler). 0 
Theorem 4.8. Psz-NFAcPsz-I-PDA. Moreover, there exists a language L accepted 
uniformly by a l-turn DPDA so that RG-SZ(L”“) is exponential. 
Proof. Define L to be L,,. _ 
Lemma 4.9. Psz-DFA, Psr-I-DPDA trntl Psz-DPDA IITL’ closed unller 
~omplemerztcitiotl. 
Proof. Straightforward (cf. remark preceding Lemma 4.3). 
Proof. The language &, = ( w , N‘~: \r, # \I’~, \v , , w,EZ‘” ) belongs to Psz-NFA. 
Since L,, has exponential complexity w.r.t. K1_AuxPDA (Lemma 4.3) by an argument 
similar to the proof of Lemma 4.9, LFq has exponential complexity w.r.t. K,_AUxDPDA, 
KI-L-AUxi~P~~,~ and K,-HX;. rl 
5. The weak randomness of complete languages 
In [ 141, following Church’s approach of the notion of an infinite random sequence 
(cf. also [24]). we introduce the notion of a P-weakly-random language. Further 
investigations of this notion of randomness and the notion of randomness derived 
from Kolmogorov’s approach havie been done in [15]. where most results for the 
complexity class DSPACE(2”“) or higher ones can be found. The results in Section 4 
may be viewed as results about the existence of Kolmogorov-random languages for 
language classes contained in P. As shown in [ 151 that Kolmogorov randomness is 
stronger than Church randomness. we will see in this section that results in Section 4 
can be applied to obtain Church-random languages (called weakly-random languages 
below). The purpose of this section is to show that languages that are complete under 
certain nonuniform reducibilities (to be defined later) are all weakly-random (in the 
sense of Church). 
Definition 5.1. (Hu!~zh [ 141). Let Y’, and YL be two language classes. A language 
Li EY’~ is said to be ,vc~~kl?,-randor~~ w.r.t. Yz iff for every L2~Y’2 the symmetric 
difference d ( L !. LL ) = ( L1 ~ L2 ) u ( Lz - L, ) is exponentially dense. 
Remark. In 1141 we showed that any language that is DTIME(2”“)-hard under 
polynomial-time many-one reductions is weakly-random w.r.t. P. This result has been 
obtained by direct diagonalization over P rather than via exponential lower bound on 
the Kolmogorov complexity as done in this section. (Cf. discussion at the end of 
Section 2.) 
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We now introduce a notion of nonuniform reduction that is suitable for the 
nonuniform complexity classes introduced in Section 4. 
Definition 5.2. Let M be a det. one-way log-space-bounded TM (transducer) with 
a write-only output tape and an advice tape. Let C be the input and output alphabet of 
M. Let L1, L2 G C * be two languages. We say that M nonuni$ormly reduces L, to L2 iff 
for every n, there exists a program (advice) n of length polynomial in n so that M, with 
input wEC ‘n and 7c on advice tape, outputs 4’ in an accepting computation so that 
wELI++y~L2. We write L, <nu_l_LoG L2. For a class of languages 9, LEY is 
<nu_l_Loo-complete in 9 iff for every L’EY, L’ Q,,_1_LOG L. 
Remark. Definition 5.2 can be generalized for other complexity classes by changing 
the resource bound and/or by allowing a two-way input tape. The reader might have 
wondered whether there exist natural problems complete in the sense of Definition 
5.2. Surprisingly, most of them are. Indeed, as noted in [12], all natural problems they 
encountered are complete even under the uniform one-way log-space-bounded reduc- 
tions which are properly weaker than their nonuniform counterparts. 
Theorem 5.3. Let .Y be P, or NLOG, or LOG. Let L be a <“U_l_Loc-complete in Y. 
Then L is weakly random w.r.t. CFLs. Moreover, CFG-SZ(L”“) is exponential. 
Proof, We show Theorem 5.3 for the case Y = LOG. Let L be d.U_l_Loc-complete in 
LOG. Since L,, is in LOG, we have L,, <“nu_l_LOG L. 
Claim 1. JfL is not weakly random w.r.f. CFLs, then CFG-SZ( L”‘) is not exponential. 
Proof of claim 1. Let L be not weakly random w.r.t. CFLs. Then there exists a CFL 
L1 so that d( L, L,) is not exponentially dense. To show that CFG-SZ(L’“) is not 
exponential, we construct for any given length n, a PDA M, for L’” so that for any 
E>O there are infinitely many n so that the size of M, is ~2”‘. To this end, let M be 
a fixed PDA for L1. Consider [d (L, L,)] “‘. Let A, be a DFA for (L - L1 )‘n and B, be 
a DFA for (L, -L)“’ constructed as in the proof of Proposition 4.2. From M, A,, B, 
construct the PDA M, for L”‘. Since d(L, L,) is not exponentially dense, it follows 
that for any a>0 there are infinitely many n so that the size of M, is 62”‘. Thus, 
CFG-SZ(L’“) is not exponential. 0 
Claim 2. If L1 <nu_l_LoG L and CFG-SZ( LF”) is exponential, then CFG-SZ(L’“) is 
exponential. 
Proof of Claim 2. Obvious. 0 
Proof of Theorem 5.3 (conclusion). From Claims 1, 2, Theorem 5.3 follows. 0 
Remark. Theorem 5.3 implies that any <<nu_l_LoG -complete CSL is weakly random 
w.r.t. CFLs. The question as to whether any CSL that is complete under nonuniform 
linear-time reductions is weakly random w.r.t. DTIME(lin) remains open (cf. 
Section 6). For uniform linear-time reductions one can apply a technique in [2], 
coupled with the space hierarchy theorem for random languages in [24], to show that 
such complete CSLs are weakly random w.r.t. DSPACE(n/logn) and, hence, w.r.t. 
DTIME(lin) and CFLs. 
Theorem 5.4. Let L be (I < _ , nU , Lo,-con~pletc~ CFL. Then L is breakly rundom w.r.t. 
DCFLs und linear CFLs. Moreover. K ,_AUX_DPDA( Lsn) and KI_,_AuxPDA( L”‘) are ex- 
ponentiirl. 
Proof. Similar to the proof of Theorem 5.3. 1 
Remark. Hardest CFLs (in the sense of S. Greibach [9]) are weakly random w.r.t. 
DCFLs and linear CFLs, since they are even complete under homomorphisms. 
Theorem 5.5. Let L he u < _ ,“” , ,,,-complete DCFL. Thrn L is weukl~~ random 
1v.r.t. linetrr CFLs md KLs. Moreowr, K1.,_AurPDA( L”‘) und K1_Loti( L”‘) are 
ccxponentiul. 
Remark. (I) In [23], a DCFL was constructed that is complete under homomor- 
phisms. This shows that <nu_,_LoC;-complete DCFLs exist. 
(2) In [l 11, Hartmanis and Mahaney considered languages that are complete under 
nondet. one-way log-space-bounded reductions. and showed that these languages are 
nonsparse. In view of Theorem 5.3, such results can be generalized. One introduces 
nonuniform reductions defined by I-l-AuxPDA. I-AuxPDA; and easily shows that 
languages in P, NLOG, LOG that are complete under these reductions are all weakly 
random w.r.t. linear CFLs and CFLs, and hence exponentially dense. 
We conclude this section by defining a “natural” problem that is complete in LOG 
under ,< ““_ l_L.oG reductions. Define DGAP, the deterministic graph accessibility 
problem. as follows: 
DGAP: 
Input. (G, u. 1.). where G is a digraph with outdegree at most I, and U, 11 are 
two vertices in G. 
Question. Is there a directed path from u to 1’ in G? 
It can easily be seen that DGAP is <nu_l_loC;-complete in LOG. 
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6. Conclusions 
In this paper, we have clarified the relationship between resource-bounded 
Kolmogorov complexity and other nonuniform complexity measures defined by 
grammar or automaton size. We have studied various Kolmogorov complexity 
classes defined by models of one-way machines that accept languages in P. The 
exponential Kolmogorov complexity lower bounds for certain languages allow us to 
show that various languages that are complete under nonuniform one-way log- 
space-bounded reductions are all weakly random w.r.t. other language classes, justify- 
ing the naturalness of the concept of weakly random languages. The exponential 
Kolmogorov complexity lower bounds shown in Section 4 do not hold for complexity 
measures defined by machines with two-way input tape. Indeed, a proof for an 
exponential lower bound for the sizes of two-way DFAs accepting languages in 
NLOG (or P) would separate NLOG (or P) from LOG, which are still major open 
questions in computational complexity theory ([20]). Nevertheless, it would be 
interesting to investigate the Kolmogorov complexity defined by det. two-way log- 
space-bounded TMs of languages in NLOG (or P) under the assumption that 
LOG # NLOG (or LOG # P). 
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